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SC Wants First Win;
SJS Ready for Rivals

By ’ROD’ RODRIQUES
Well, here it is! Thi-big one! Santa Clara dashes with San Jose
Number 7
State college’s Spartans tomorrow night at 8 o’clock at Spartan Oa,
dium. The Spartons are set and ready to go with only one man, Jim
Moulton, stellar tackle, on the missing list. Moulton is a Marine reservist and has been called up to service. Previous doubtfuk, Fullback
*Harry Beck, Halfback Gibby Men
donsa and Center Tom Cuffe will
see only limited action, but the
trio will be ready .if called upon.
Bronco
t e a m,
year’s
Last
Orange Bowl victors, caked out a
19-13 win over an equally strong
Golden Raider squad.
-tThe Broriebrand.-Spartans-ir4veActivated card stunts will be met three times with the Mission
attraclion of half- t owners emerging victorious ail

Rooters to Flash
New Card Stunts
Game
At

ant

it U-

the feature
time rooting section activities for

the Santa Clara-San Jose State!
football game tomorrow evening’
at Spartan stadium, according to

(Continued on -page

9)
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ore()pinions
By Teachers
"n New Oath

action taken at the Rally committee meeting Wednesday eve- I
ning in the Student Union.
balloons, used
Heli
with the spelt-yell, will be -Cfsedi
for the first Yell of ,the game. The I The l(*alty oath for state,
balloons, each with a letter at-, county and city emplOyees en tacked, will be relOased to a acted into law Wednesday by Go.
height of about 50 feet in the or- Earl Warren still remains
der of yelling called for. The Rally ; paramount topic fo-r. local

the

aca-

commiftee says that this is thejdemie discussion.
The Spartan Daily has continfirst time this idea has been used
tied to interview faculty members
at SJS.
An after-gator dance will be I in an effort to present a concen-:

BOB BRoNZAN (left), Spartan football pilot, confers with his
ace field general and passer, GENE MENGES, on strategy for tomorrow night’s important encounter with the Broncos of Santa
Clara. The game, which begin"; at II o’clock, marks the Won-ft -an-mist battle with the Mission Town eleven, after an athletic drouth of
12 years. Menges presently is ranked the eighth hest passer in the
nation on the basis of aerial completions. The former Anaheim
"flipper" will be pitching te BM Wilson, flypaper-palmed end,
and Bob Amaral. fist -rising whigman from College of Sequoia.
---------------

held in the Student Eldon and
Newman hall. The affair will
he sponsored hi the Senior class,
including
students,
all
and
those from Santa Clara univeridly, are invited.
Action taken on the plausibility of sr roeter’s Daiin to, tha
game, aat t Stockton
Stthoce ktmoen’etwia’ags. alsodisAccord-

isue at San Jose State college.
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, coordis
nator of technical courses, yesterday said. "I see neither dancer
nor -innovation in the loyalty oath
bill just signed by Governor %Var.

ren.
,Bronzan Lauds, I
"Many_sprals,,a the educator’s
s
of academic
so
freedom
l in conneetion with such oaths. The
Football Rally._ ing to reports made, the fare for oath;
similar to one we have been

"This was the best rally in my the trip would be $4 per porson. signing for years, curtails neither
13 years’ experience at San Jose, Travel time to the game would our subject matter nor our prosbe a ut t rec ours an
used
by Coach Bob Bronzan utes. The railroad has asked might suffer from the oath are
when he spoke at l’ist night’s ,that .a gUarantee of 250 passen- those whose political affiliations
. _
Sant -a nerii-Sab loi;e Stele -foot- gers be made.
-ort -tits -subjects
hall game rally in the Morris
Arrangements will he made for nil prev.ertati!m. Such educators
Dailey auditorium.
street
snack bar for the trip to pro- have already lost their academic
The show was opened with a avide
the rooters with pop and freedom. They do rot educate:
Faculty members and stu- false start by Ed Dickinson and
Students planning to attend
sandwiches. This concession will t hey indoctrinate,"
dents
ere
requested
not
to
use
dressed
in
Santa
John
Piotti,
the San Jose-Santa Clara football
Dr. George Bruntz. political
be handled by the Rally commitgame Saturday night must buy seventh, Eighth or Ninth Clara yell leaders’ costumes. After tee or a campus service organi- science teacher. expressed an
streets
for
entry
or
exit
to
idiscovering their error the show
their student tickets today or toopinion held by many of the fac_morrow -in _Room -lc _according_ to Spartan at
tomorrow ,got under way with a take-off on zat ion.
ulty interviewed: "Certainly I’ll
night,
Jerry
according
the half-tiniFITItk of the ªl is
Th1.--WA 4) an emp ear-for .siim the oath, 1%e signed many
Graduate Manager
Felse.
’room, athletic manager. Fans to their team.
dancing Is being investigated.
No student tickets will be sold’ should use Tenth street. Vroom ; "The Travelaires." professional Also any campus organizathm oilicrs just like it: but I regret
I barber-shop quartette, proved to will he allowed to, purchase a that no one in authority seems to
at the game, Felse emphasized.’ said.
see that the hysterical situation
The Graduate Manager’s -office
- -be the hit of the evening.
block of seats for their own use. brought about by this enforced
will be open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. ,
School songs were led by porn- "Any organization renting a car and exacting oath is just the sitfor the convenience of late ticket bp.
port waving song girls. Aided or a section of a car will he re. uation that Stalin and the combuyers, Felse said. Student tick -I
by the Santa Clara yell-leaders, sponsible for the behavior of munists are striving to effect in
Os are $1 plus an ASB card.
and some new innovations in the _atudents in that car," says this country."
school yells by. Ttickinson and Rally Committee Chairman Ed
Section V is reserved for root -1
era clad in white. Sections WI If you’re not in it by 3:30 this Piotti, San Jose State’s yell lead- Mosher.
and X are non-reserved student afternoon, you’re out of it.", That ers received excellent response
After planning the trip, the I
sections. Student -tickets are re- warning ’could easily have come from the crowd overflowing the Rally committee will submit its
auditorium.
Spartan students interested in
served ’for sections and not seats from co-editors, of 1951 La Torre,
After the). introduction of the ideas to the Deans’ committee for the World Series can get an ire.
with the exception of Section Y. Iris Elwood and Ted Breeden.
approval.
football team, Dick Harding, capning-by-inning account today at
Felse said. f’aculty members are
The point they are trying to lair) for the Santa Clara game,
the Spartan Daily office in Barincluded in the above rulings.
adfaculty
Craig,
James
Mr.
put across is this- -today is the assured the students that the
to the Rall committee, racks 93. A blackboard in front
viser
deadline
for
signing-up
for
apRooters should use the 10th
team was determined to make
behavior of the Daily office Will post scores
pointments for a sitting with the an all-out effort to win the game, states, "The problem of
street entrance.
as they come in on the United
students’
be
the
will
drinking
and
Tickets are available to the La Torre portrait photographer.
This service is
responsibility, not the college’s. Press teletype.
All prospective graduates, inpublic at the Graduate Manager’s
Any student put off the train by given in conjunction with the
cluding
those
who
expect
to
reoffice or at downtown agencies.
railroad employees will be striclly newspaper’s open house today at
ceive.. diplomas in Deccember,
.m.) (See page 2 for more tiehis own. This goes for women t2pls.
on
1950, and March, June, or August
tails.)
as well as men."
of 1951 must have entered their
-nqmee in the appointment book
tbe La Torre booth ’which is
Members of. Miss Mary Wiley’s
Had a few hectic moments yes- at
situated beneath the Library arch
of Recreation" class,

Buy Tickets Now, . Irroom
I
Says Park
Wm. Felse Urges iny Milt

tSign -up
For La Torre

Baseball Results

Rec Group Holds
Dinner Late Today

The Weather

terday when we thought the iobefore 3:30 this afternoon.
dized salt we tossed skywards
would have no effect, but sure
enough that dampish stuff, that
siLitted your suedes yesterday

was rain.
For the Milpitas commuters:
You can take the covers off your
stills and vats today and let the
stuff ferment without fear of rain,
though it will be a little Cool
with a high of 70-73. Maaaa!
Where’s my old poncho?

Get Books Today

Today ia the last day for students who wish to collect their
books or profits from the book
exchange. They must do no by
4 p.m. according to Tom Lambert and Bill Almon, book exekaapre 43o-chairmen.
0-

Come Along Inside with Us

"Problems
who learn how to plan entertainment for others, direct their plan- apartan-Bronco Line-ups for Saturday Game
ning abilities to a steak dinner Bag-piping Family Attends San Jose State
this’ evening --for themselves, ac- Meet Dick Gallagher, Santa Clara Coaeh .
cording to Don Eager, planning Campos Newspaper Holds "Open House"
co-chairman with Olivette Tre- Editorial Comments on High-Caliber Freshmen
vannion.
Pandemonium Reigns at Drama Try-outs
Eager invites all recreation Daily Sports Staff Picks Games of Week
majors and minors to attend. Fearless Co-ed Climbs Switzerland’s Rifflehorn
Thirty-six tickets were sold by
T. and P. Letter I’pholds Separate Rooting Sections
Wednesday, he said. TransportaPlayer Pictures Head Gridiron Spread
!Football
the
tion will be provided from
Dr. Vere Loper to Speak at Religions Confedatace
Women’a gym at 5:30 p.m.
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EDITORIALS
Participate in the Freedom Crusade
San Jose State college students sign a lot of things during their
four years of wandering through the halls of learning.
- They sign registration forms; they sign class enrollment forms;
they sign triplicate and quadruplicate government forms (veterans
know vividly what we mean); they sign examination papers; and finally
they sign the graduation roll.
All in all that’s a lot of -John Hancocks- down in print. The
freshman feels most important when he signs in; the senior when he
signs out.
Somehow we can’t help but feel that maybe the most important
signing of all is being done today and tomorrow.
We are referring of course to the Crusade for Freedom Scroll
which is being passed around the classrooms. It’s a purely voluntary
thinq and that’s what makes it so wonderful.
Nobody’s forcing you to sign it. You won’t get an "F" if you
don’t. You won’t even go to a concentration camp.
You are merely being asked to sign your faith in America. It is
a time of confirmation. It is a very easy thing to db physically.
You all know how to sign your name.

Commit ee Secures Better Athletes
notice that probably the finest crop of freshman athletes
D;din Sparta ’s history checked into school thi, quarter?
One of the reasons for this mass enrollment hasn’t received any
FJblicitv so far.
It is the Welcoming nommlttee which has been set up by the
Rally committee under the direction of Ed Mosher. The new group
handles all arrangements for fricish athletes enrolling at San Jose State.
The committee went into action for the first time this fall.
Through its work more than 20 new _students are being housed at
vi.ious fraternity lodgings awaiting the completion of the new varsity
house at 443 S. I I th street.
Such fine public relations work is a vital part ’of the growth of an
athletic program.

Respect Your Newspaper
a

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment or
religions, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the governmen’t for a redress of
grievances.This, the first amendment of the Constitution, although broad in
scope and full of loopholes, is your insurance protecting freedom of
the press. However, something more potent and ioneful, is the
American heritage of such freedom.
This is National Newspaper Week.. Your newspaper is the epitome of this, the chief American heritage.
Your newspaper is the medium through which you learn; through
which’ you are amused, aroused and appalled; your buying and selling
medium; it is a link between you and the rest of the world. But
above all it is through the newspaper that you can complain and
take action. It’s your voice. A voice that is open to all.

Umbel-Paper- Jumpie--to Conclusions_
Top-flight example of muddled, patronizing thinking was displayed
by a down -town paper Wednesday in their editorial columns.
This paper assumed without questioning that the Communist flag
flying above the San Jose State college water tower was planted
there by college students. It never questioned.that the flag could
have been the work of cranks, high school youths, or any other of the
95 per cent of the local population.
The paper then went on to adopt the "boy’ will be boys" type of
reasoning. ,
Prize remark of all, though, was left to the end.
Said the daily: "San Jose State students did their bit im the last
war so . . . such conduct can be attributed to high spirits rather than

Mord aelion."

Shown above is a typical scene in the Spartan Daily office in 8-93 as the aspiring and perspiring
newshountis launch the Daily on its 1950-51 school year. These, and similar activities of the 40-odd cdlegs’ newspaper team, will be viewed by visitors Vali* as the Daily conducts its "open house" in keeping
with National Newspaper Week, which ends tomorrmv.
Tours through the office will he conducted front -2 to 4 p.m. and -are open to all students and faculty members. All the steps in putting out the Spartan Daily will he described in t;itatil to the tourists.
’Isitors, as they tour the plant, will is
the actual goings on in putting’ (qtt Monday’s editiria
of the.Dally..You’e.often seen their by-lines, so cow in today and meet them in .person.
--,-photo by Stoat;

’College Publications Tell
News from Near and Far
By Mike de Guzman
Spartan Daily Exchange Editor
The new president of the university of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, N. C., is Mr. Gordon Gray.
He took over the
post held by Dr.
Frank Graham.
Last week the
Tar Heel students had a gala
opening for their
newly-founded
College of Dentistry.
Southern Meth
odist university’s
dropped ()tier 560
M, DE OUZMANenrollment
students for the new year.
The British Crown colony of the
southern tip of India, Ceylon. is
closely connected to the mainland
by a chain of sand and reefs

Thrust and
Parry
Rooting Sections
Dear Thrust and Parry:
We’re sorry to hear of the
change in plans for the rooting
sections at the Santa Clara game.
We feel that the object of separate rooting sections for men and
women is to encourage better spirit and yells. In a number of cases
there would be a bigger turnout
of both fellas and gals.
Many would feel less inhibited
if they were in their own groups.
Why doesn’t the Rally committee stick to its original plans?
Give it a try once and then pass
out a questionnaire as first proposed. By that method you would
get a representative sample of the
students’ opinions in this matter.
Disappointed Rooters,
"
ASB 2989, 2556, 1365, 2529, 3244,
3180, 165, and 2855.

Money No Good?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I sure would like to know how
the athletic department around
here gets away with charging us
$1 to see the Santa Clara game.
What’s th, matter, isn’t our
money any good? I paid 15 smackers for my student body card for
which I get the privilege of paying
$1 to see a game.
What is our athletic department
trying to do?
I think they’re a bunch of commercial characters who should be
running a sideshow, not a football
or basketball schedule.
I’ve heard a lot of guys say that
the athlteic boys are pushing their
ticket sales downtown, Caring
more for the buck than us.
ASS 2195

known as Adam’s Bridge.
Max Pickarts, a three-year letterman on the Santa Barbara
State football squad and co-captain in 1947, was seriously wounded in combat in Korea, Sept. 5.
Questions on the problem of deferring college students from the
draft call have flourished among
various campuses in the country.
The northern section of the’
Academic Senate at 11C, last
week went on record condemtug the "bare majority" of the
Board of Regents who "arbitrarily -dismissed faculty mem-

Spartan Daily
Invites SJS
To Open House
A .p,eial-inv-itat ion is _ex
all students and faculty members today by the Spartan Daily
to tour the newspaper office between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
Guides will be on hand at the
B-93 office to conduct the tours,
which will be through the editorial, advertising and photo departments. Visitors will have an opportunity to see journalists in
action since work on Monday’s.
SPartan Daily will be in progress.
This open house is held in conjunction with National Newspaper
week, Oct. 1-8.
Of special interest is the United
Press teletype in the office. Operating out of San Francisco, this
one machine provides your paper
with all the national and state
news, from sports to war releases,
to stock market quotations.
So remember the time, 2 to 4
today.

to

hers. . . and violated the principle of tenure."
Over 3(X) persons attended the
funeral rites of Southern California’s belmed coach, Sam Barry,
Dr Fred D. Fagg, university preNident, and other faculty member!,
were pallbearers. Barry was interred at the Holy Cross cemetery.
Dr. Earnest L. Wilkinson,
prominent Washington attorney
and former editor of the BYE
student paper, has been appointed president of Brigham Young
university, effective Jun. 1.
There has been a great fuss over
the Fresno State college faculty
for allegedly exercising "undue
control" at student meetings, according to the Collegian, the college paper.
Most’ folks believe that the
Communists and Soviet Russia arur
responsible for the war in Korea.
A different idea came from the
University of Arkansas. It was
charged that the university bookstore started the war because all
of the World War II GI bill 111011,y
had just about played out.
George Tlrebiter II was named
official mascot recently at the
University of Southern California. The Hector, the horse,
was defeated by George II, ROO
to 518.
Before the election for
future Trojan mascot, a littleknown slUdent drifted into this
Daily Trojan office, with one 1w: teal Substitute for the mascot yet
on the southern university record
. . . a skunk. Nearly all the DT
staff turned up their noses at the
prospect. But one sympathetic reporter was completely sold on the
idea. There wouldn’t he any trottble among the Trojanites over who
would lead the undeodorized pole
cat around Hollywood or Los Angeles.’

Free Press Principles
Appear in Early America
Freedom of opinion, of speech, and of the press is our most
valuable privilege, the very soul of republican institutions, the safeguard of all other rights.
We may learn its varue if we reflect that there is nothing which
tyrants so much dread. They anxiously fetter the press; they scatter
spies through society, that the murmurs, anguish, and indignation of
their oppressed subjects may be-urto+hered-in their own -breasts; that
no generous sentiment may be nourished by sympathy and mutual
confidence: Nothing awakes and improves men so much as free communication of thoughts and feelings. Nothing can give to public
sentiment that correctness which is essential to the prosperity of a
commonwealth but the free circulation of truth from the lips and pens
of the wise and good.
If such men abandon the right of free discussion; if awed by
threats, t ,c, ..’poss their convictions; if rulers succeed in silencing
every voice but that which approves them; if nothing reaches the
people but wh,,t would lend support to men in power,farewell to
liberty. The for, of A free noyernrnent may remain: Eiut the life, the
soul, the substeir :o is fled.
William rilary Charming, l79).1842.
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Students Still May Sign
Campus Freedom Scroll
Any member of San Jose State
college who bkts not already itad
the opportunity to sign the Freedom Scroll may do so at any department office on the campus,
according to Associate Professor
of Journalism Lowell C. Pratt,
who is director of public relations
for SJS, and is in charge of the
crusade on this campus.
"By signing the Freedom Scroll
with its declaration of world freedom, you, as an individual, place
yourself on record in the roll-call
of .democracy:"
Gen.
Dsuisaid
cu
L
Clay, chairman of the National
Committee for a Free Europe, in
recent special message to college and university students. (See
p. 3)

."It is a ’spiritual airlift’ designed_to ’ye comfort and courage to the 30 million people now
living in Eastern Europe," Clay
added, "and provides an immediate and practical way of demonstrating our true intentions to
the world.

of
Crusade For Freedom
Freedom Bell, Symbol

pw

"The Crusade for Freedom offers every American an opportunity to play a part in a great
campaign of truth to win the war
of ideas.

Dr. Duncan. Asks
For Infestations
Various samples of cereals,
raisins and other household items
that have become infested (vith
caterpillars and cobwebs through
tong- periods- of storage are needed
for laboratory studies in the Natural Science department according to Dr. Carl Duncan. Items
may he brought to. Dr. Dun can’s
department
office,
Dr..
W. Tilden’s office or to
!.:ntomology laboratory, room
i

FREEDOM Bell, symbol of CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM, cast
in solid bronze, weighs 10 tons,
stands nine fcet high, measures 98
inches in diameter. In bas-relief, five
figtrts represent -the major races of
man. On-Oct 24,Jtrtited Na
Day, Freedom Bell will be installed
behind the Ircn Curtain in the Western Sector of Berlin, and will peal
out daily thereafter the message of
freedom to the world. Enshrined in
its base will be signatures of millions
of Americans who have signed the
Declaration of Freedom.

"With its sythbolic World FreeBell, the Crusade For Freedo
dom proclaims our inherent belief in man’s dignity and right to
freedom:, it announces our determination to resist any aggression
upon that freedom anywhere on
earth; it declares our national
unity and dedication to world
peace with freedom." said Clay.
The Freedom Scroll, signed by
millions of Americans will be
flown to Berlin, where, on United
Nations Day, Oct. 24. they will
be enshrined in the base of the
Freedom 4301, as part of the ceremonies dedicating the Bell which
will ring from Ratthaus Tower in
the Western Sector of Berlin for
the first time on that day.
Students of SJS also will have
an opportunity to make contributions to support Radio Free Europe, a medium through which.
according to General Clay. private
American citizens can fight back
against vicious Communist attacks
upon the American way of life.
Contributions may be dropped
placed in the Library, Business
office, and Student Union.
_

Art Deadline Set
Nov. IS marks the -deadline
taking ta-sign
up for directed teaching in the
’Inter quarter. Sign-ups are
taken by Mrs. Evelyn 0. Wean berg in Room 851.
All special secondary art majors, and general secondary art
tnajors and minors are Included.
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Try-outs for Trio

College Deans
Discuss Plans
With R. Russo

Try-outs for. the College Women’s triri will be held this afterin Room
noon at 330
MI06, Music building, according
ctor
o Mr. Gus C. Lease;
The. San Jose State College
in music.
Deans met yesterday. with the
,The tryouts are open to all Homecoming committee to co-ordinate this year’s Horriecoming
San Jose State college women,
plans,
Mr.
majors,
non-music
music -and
The main topic under discusLease reported.
sion was that of the proposed
"alumni -week," according to Dean
Joe H. West. "Because it is inconvenient for so many former
Mr. L. C. Newby, of the Mod- Spartans to get off work in the
ern Language department, is in- middle of the week, it seems impractical that a whole week of
terested in organizing a chess
events should be planned," said
club among the faculty men.
Dean West.
Presenting a. general plan for
Any male member of the facNov. 10 affair, Dick Russo,
ulty who is interested in a chess , the
Homecoming chairman, said this
club can contact Mr. Newby in year’s features will include a giant
Room 25A Cr by tele/Mon-Von The beinfire, as well as a parade, queen
contest, and house decorations.
college extension 247.

Faculty Chess

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
3 Months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale,
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan
REMINGTON
ROYAL
UNDERWOOD
-CORONA
Est. 1900
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
Free Parking Next Door

DRESSES
YOU’LL LIVE IN . . .
WORK IN...
DRESS UP IN

A

.

you looking for a dress or two that
will seem like three or four? Dresses that go
from desk to date and are always right?
Come see these fashion findsthat are as variable as your accessory moods. Don’t rTliss
the soft ierseys in one and two-ttuse combi
nations . . . . the colorful wool plaids, the
the classic gabardine. They’re wonderful
. buys at these prices ... good fashion at any
pr
re

12’

to
22-95

Pike’s Peak

spaerms
SAN DLER
OF

BOSTON
‘

Bustin’ with action, this piquant pixie,
peaked here, there and everywhere for
unique style. Get your adventuring feet
into a pair ... and travel first class.

$7.95

by Winfield.

sl

17.95
OPEN THURSDAY
UNTIL 9 P.M.

a

Stores, Inc.
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Settles
Loper Speaks Sunday ,Lone Holdout
At Inner Quad Meeting On Property

4
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Court

IL

Classified .Ativertising

FOR SALE
We Buy, Sell, and Trade Used
Camera Equipment. For the best
deal see us first. Royal Camera
Shop. 125 Second street.
-SAO lontept
Students: Invest your Room anØ
Dr. \fere V. Loper, national moderator of the Congregational Ipne holdout out of 30 property
Christian churches, will be the principle speaker at a ynifed church owners whose parcels of land the Board! Sale 14 ft. Trailer. AlumState had acquired in connection
reception to be held in the Inner Quad at 4 p.m. Sunday, according with the SJS expansion program,
came early this week in the court
to James A. Martin, executive secretary of the Student Y.
Goiden
In 1947, Dr. Loper received the Benjamin Ide Wheeler award of Superior Judge John D. Foley.
The State began condemnation
which is given annually to the.proceedings when Mrs. Flora Tupmost "useful citizen" of Berkeley, per, 87, " of 211 S. Eighth street,
Calif. He has been pastor of the
Rehearsals for "Golden Boy,"
refused an offer of $7500. Service
First Congregational church of
of legal papers, in process since bY William Qdets, will begin Nov.
1948, was only recently completed.
Berkeley since 1939.
for Scan
Engineering Society-I Meet in - Mrs; Pupper, the court ruled, 2_ the day of "’School
For, the past ten years, Dr. Student Union tonight at 7:30 should receive $10,100 for the dal’s" opening performante, Director John R. Kerr announced yesLoper has lectured in the "Youth o’clock. Mr. Larry Hemphill from property. Through her attorney.
the local G.E. plant is the speaker. C. C. Cottrell, she had originally terday. It will open Dec. 7 -arid
and Marriage" course at the Uniwill run through Dec. 12.
All engineering students1 M
asked $14,000 but reduced this
versity of California and is a pub- Refreshments will he served.
amount by $2000 when informed
The cast is as follows: "Moody,"
lic member of the advisory board
Phi Upttlion Pi: 2:30 p.m. meet that the building had been con- William Furnell; Lorna, Betsy
or the Institute of Industrial Retoday in chern! building.
demned by the State Health de- Smith; Joe, Richard Risso; Tokio,
lations there.
CCE: Mac Martinez to speak on partment.
Warren Blomseth; Mr. Carp, StanA widow since the death of her ley Schwimmer; Siggie, Harry
.A11- students interested in at- Guatemala trek today at 12:30
tending the reception are Intl
p.m. in
67. Starting n ext weeki husband, a fan liter Saw-Jose-news. Skottir Frank, Thomas -Pattemen.
missionary -meetings will be held paperrnan, in 1903, Mrs. Tupper Mr. Bonaparte, Edwin Kltsin; Roxy,
every Wednesday, 12:30 p.m. in declared in an affidavit that she Joe Juliano; F’useli, William Kenhas lived in the home for the past ny; Pepper White, William ColeRoom S216.
47 years and had derived an in- man; Mickey. John Allegretti;
4:014presipotnnai %titillent
-aship: Student fellowship open come of $260 a month from room Drake, Von litritTITY;
James Jensen.,
’Collins;
house at the church on Third and rentals.
Barker. Byron Rose.
San Antonio streets tonight at
an
Engineers have developed
5:45 o’clock. Free supper, folk air conditioning system by which
The roles of Anna, Call Boy. and
dancing_ and a sermon by nu- Rev. four new skyscrapers in New Sam are still open,’Kerr said, while
up
the
eveKen Kinnear make
York will have individual room the remainder of the cast is still
ning’s activities.
subject’ to possible change.
control of temperature.
Spartan Chi: After-game dance
tomorrow night, 10:30 p.m. to 1
SPARTAN DAILY
:i.m. AdmIgsion: 25 cents per couSan Jose State College
ple.
Entered as second class matter April
Cal Vets: Bring book and sup- 24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under
ply _estimates, attendance records the act of March 3, 1879.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
to Room 32 today.
Radio Engineers: All communi- Press of the Globe Printing Company,
cation majors and others interest- 1445 S. First St., San Jose, California.
Member, California Newspaper Published -invited to meeting in S210 to- er’s Association’.
day at 11:30 a.m.

Boy, Plays
December 7 to 12

Announcements

inurn Insulated.
Double Inner
Spring Bed, Butane Stove and
oven, Cushioned Dinette. Used
very little. CY 3-2267.
Classkal record albums. Almost
new. AlsO singlet. Half --p-FWF.
CY 3-2968.
1941 Nash Ambassador- 1947
motor, 20,000 miles, two-door
sedan. Needs front seat covers.
Phone EMerson 8-1751 after 6
p.m. Make offer.
Batteries, $7.95. One year gnat antee. Any size. Most amazing
battery ever- produced. Ken’s Station. Market and Post.
FOR RENT
Will share two -bedroom furnished apartment with two coll-..;.
girls.
Garage available.
$50.
CY 3-1407 after six, Private or double rooms with sir
without use of kitchen. 265
Fifth street.
WANTED- Girl. woik Si mother’,
helper. Room, board, Salary in ri-turn. Near bus. line. Private mom.
Call CY 4-2866 or CY 5-6680. Mrs:
wis.
LOST AND FOUND
Anyone having knowledge of ii’
slack sleeve topcoat missing fmni
the Newman club during data’s’
Friday night please phone Cy
4-2384 after 6 p.m.

NORRIS’

<At/maim Country Clut
1
..
l-PrIER
.
a..
to do so, according to Martin,
chairman 01 the evunt.

Fur Fabric’ It looks and feels soft as fur! It never
sheds and wears and wears. It,, the fashion first for
the campus coed this fall. Fe’etured at Norris’. Available in the following *extures and colors:

Available for
CO -

IndEiditaLehurchi,s among those
participating in the event will
hold receptions for students of
. their faith later in the evening.

Group Parties and Dances
P.O. BOX 732,

100,ze

SAN CARLOS

Mock Mole
Unborn Calf
Ocelot
Zebra
Calf
Palemloo Poop
laroodski

LYfell 3-5688
400CoCe."30001.

Piero Pony
Leopard
Caracol

Used for ... slacks, skirts,
jackets, robes, or accessory matchmates, jumper
dress.

Shortie Coat

’Zoo., Swum

WOOL JERSEY TUPS

Made of popular unborn calf
in palomino sh3de ... there’s
no mistakeit gives the look
of elegance equaled only by
the real thing, yet at a much
This coat
lesser cost! . .
will be perfect for that -Fontball Date. (Simplicity 3142) -

ARE SEEN WITH

Slacks and
matching
jacket

ALL
THE

BEST

SKIRTS; SUITS

AND

Bloom
McColl 8024

Slacks
McCall 7804

Casual slacks and mat:fling jacket of
Calf in either brown or block shades.
Looks real and feels cuddly,

JUMPERS!

6.95 to 12.95

23 years

268 So. First

I.

CY 2-1787

liner
and
Used
Most
ince.

1947
door
vers.
er 6
;11111*-

izing
Sta-

fur11 It

$50.
th oi
5 N

.n re Mrs,

Wedding Bells Ring For ’Sis’ Plough Reveals
D. Bowen and G. Lloyd Troth to Ray Lyon
At First Meeting

cocial Cle4e--10

es NamP to
Co-ed
Mrs. Joseph E. Kokes

C)".iV ew
" yGuests
New Frat House

John Drew Marries
McCwmack

Foley Fills Office

A Chi 0 Honors
Neu- House Mother

SAN
OSE

y

17

1

Georgene Lloyd and David Eugene Bowen, Spartan newlyweds,
Sigma Kappa’s first autumn
exchanged their nuptial vows on the wedding anniversary of the
A.- ....1...41646,16....
.....a.......................A..a.A...a-ameeting was the setting for the enbride’s parents, September 20, in ihe ga-dens of the William Ninde gagement announcement
of Caro-tyrr-"Sts Plough and-ftaytyonLloyd residence, "Greylands", in Campbell.
Ms Plough, president of the
The couple are making their home in San Jose while they connational sorority’s local chapter,
tinue their studies at San
is the daughter of Mt. and Mrs.
State college. The former Miss’
es
Charles T. Plough of Palo Alto.
Lloyd is affiliated with Kappa’’,
She was graduated from Berkeley
Kappa Gamma sormity On- cam -1
Enrolled at San Jose State col- Kokes Sr. of San Jose.
pus, grid her husbarnd’s fraternal
The former Miss- Reid’s wedlege this Fall as Mrs. Joseph Edaffiliation is Theta Mu Sigma.
ward’ Koliek is the former Martha ding gown was fashioned of nylon
Officiating
at
the wedding
Showing off its new residence
Reid. She and her husband ex- net with a full entrain skirt and
ceremony was the bride’s grandat 241 S. 11th street tomorrow
changed vows during a high noon a ruffled neckline. Her fingertip
father.
the Rev.
William E.;evening will be Delta Sigma
rupt ial mass at St_. Patrick’s veil descended from a satin Juliet
Lloyd. A gown’of imported tulle.
cap.
n Gamma fraternity, according to
church recently.
and lace with a Matching.tulle Walt Ilueller, publicity chairman.
The new Mrs. Kokes is affiliThe bridal attendants wore balveil secured by a crown of orange
ated with .Alpha Omicron Pi so- lerina length gowns in rainbow
guests
and
alumni,
-’Members,
-1
blossoms formett. the bridal en
rority’and Newman club on cam- hues. -Maid of honor was the forsernble.
The new Mrs. Bowen have been invited to inspect the
pus. Before coming to San . Jose mer Miss Reid’s cousin, Anne HofThe
DSGs
formerly
rehouse..
carried a spray of orchids markState college she attended Noire ling.
The Misses Emma Jane
ing
bible brought to her by her sided on Third street, but during
Dame High school. Her -parents Reid, Grace Rowan, and Mary
Summer
they
moved
to
the
the
maternal grandmother from Jeare Mr.. and Mrs_ .Gordon Reid of /rouise Cataldi were bridesmaids.
llth street adiire.m.
rusalem.
San Jose.
Best man was Russell O’Brien
affairs
Don
Simons,
social
Mrs. Robert Hicks. the bride’s
The benedict is a graduate of and seating the guests were Richwill
chairnian,
be
in
charge
of
sister, was her sole attendant.
Salta
Clara
university
and
Belard Wehner, Robert Wehneil and
She wore a French gown of sea - arrangements for the pre-game
lermine College Preparatory Eugene- Dona-Tar
tomorrow.
affair
scheduled
Also
foam tulle accented by a bouquet
school. He served as an officer
to greet the fraternity’s guests
The newlyweds arc now at home
of lilies.
in the Marine Corps also. Kokes
will be Charles Chaplin, the
in San Jose after a honeynsvoon trip.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Standing with his son as best
group’s new cook.
1%V/en-eV New!
YOrk. Seating guests were Paull
Bowen Jr. and Robert Hicks.
The reception was held also on,
the terrace and lawns of "Grey- Open letter to San Jose State’s High school.
On the Spartan Miss
Varsity football team:
lands."
The wedding cake, encampus she is an education major
circled by nosegays of bouvardia,: Hi Team:
:The First Methodist Church in
seeking her general elementary
centered the bride’s table. After
I was on your freshman foot- credential. She also belongs to DuBois, Pa., was the setting for
greeting their guests the new Mr. ball team in 1947 and I know Kappa Delta Pi, education society, the marriage of Miss Bettymarie
and Mrs. Bowen embarked on a how you feel the night before a ’ March, 1951, is her proposed
McCormack and Dean Nichols
Santa Barbara honeymoon.
game.
I thought that I would graduation date.
Drew early this month. The Rev.
like to do something to help keep
Lyon is the son of Mr. and Mrs.’, William A. Thornton performed
you at ease. As I am now man-rR. C. Lyon Sr. of San Francisco., the double ring ceremony.
ager of the Mayfair Theater at ;He is a member of Theta Mu, The bride is the daughter of
Leo Foley was recently elected 25th and E. Santa -Clara Sts., I !Sigma fraternity, Blue Key, -and! Mr. and Mrs. F J. McCormack
to fill the position of treasurer am inviting the whole varsity ADS, advertising fraternity, lie of DuBois. She is On alumna of
for Theta Mu Sigma fraternity, football team to be my guest at , also will be. graduated in March., Alfred University and the Uni"Mister 880" teams Burt
according to Cliff Majersik pub- my theater every night before 1951. No date has been set for versity- of School of Nursing.
Lancaster and Dorothy Mcyour games.
Guire in an amusing and
licity chairman.
the wedding.
,
Drew is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
suspenseful search by the
President Bill Finger appointed, Those players -that-- -may -not
I--John H. Drew of San -Jose. Both
FBI for a counterfeiter who
Bob Fahey as house manager.’ make some of the games away
!his parents and his brother, John
turns up as quaint, roguish
Bill May was elected to the posi- from San Jose, due to injury or
Edmund Gwenn, himself.
12. Drew, were present at the
cut
in
the
traveling
team,
are
tion of director of athletics.
Peni.sNIvania wedding,
lie was
still invited to the Mayfair the
graduated from San Mateo Junnew
Scott,
M.
the
Loretta
Mrs.
night preceeding the games.
Alpha Chi Omega housemother, ior college and attended San Josg
Good luck, varsity; in all the was ’honored at a tea given yes- State college.
rest of your games in 1950. May terday when the sorority introThe young couple Will make
you win them all.
duced her at their annual house- their home in San Jose.
.- THEATRE
mothers; tea.
I’ll see you at the Mayfair.
P."1"4",""Mr1=71ferri-T 5-5005
Show 11.11.411
Besides housemothers attending’ CY-40141
et OUSI.
Robert R. Myers,
DRIVE-IN
-each-I
of
FRI., SAT. OCT. 6. 7
presidents
reeeption,
the
Manager
OCT. 6: 7
FRI., SAT.
sorority, alumni, and mothers oft
Jimmy Stewart,
THEATRE All/
Alpha Chi Omega girls were also,
Miwtes
pat DOW10000.
IN THE WEST
present.
Beverly Ricketts was in charge!
Jimmy Durant.
TECHNICOLOR
plus
Barbara Deis! Orof refreshments.
et
al 14 "4 /PP
M;ckey Rooney
plus ,1
CC/ Apt/reivir &IV
tions. and Joan Michell took
DRIVE IN A AMUSEMENT THEATER
charge of sem intt
PHONE’
ALMA AND
4.2p41
MON , TUES., Oct. 8, 9, 10
N
Cl
ALMADEN
SJsan Hayward, Robert Preston
OCT 6 7
FRI. SAT

0pen Letter

rd
01

5

SPARTON DAILY

Friday, Octoier 6, 1950

DRIVE’ I N

do

"BROKEN ARROW"

"The Great Rupert"

"QUICKSAND’

"Tulsa"

"711 Ocean Drive"
With Edmund O’Brien
and
Or:on Welle:Tn

"QUIC(<SAND"

a

Ske:ton, Fred Attaire
’plus

"Coroner Creek"
TILL
I 5 P.M.

p!u:
Mleltey-iteroriry in

OCT.I 1, 12

"3 LH tie Woids

9709

In Technicolor
,With DONALD O’CONNOR

"Black Magic"
WED THI.P).5
Red

"CURTAIN CALL AT
CACTUS CREEK"

SUN, MON

OCT

8

HOT MEALS DAILY

"THE STORY
OF G.I. JOE"

75e

1086 E. Santa Clara St.

OC r

3

9

"Broken Arrow"
Cecile Aubry
with Jack Hawkins

DRIVE - INN

9

Plus Sc Tond Stellar Attre.ction

3

SUN., MON

Jimmy Stewart

Michael Rennie
Rando!ph Scott
in
"FRONTIER MARSHALL"

"Arctic Fury"

.411Am"

TILL
5 P.M. 1

Go Out to a Theater Tonight
ADMISSION 50c

400 SOUTH

ST. PhoneCYPnii4.0081
tJPt\’.

IA

STARTS SUNDAY!!

SPECTACLE!
Magnitude!
Excitement!

SUNDAY THRU WED.!

COMPANION HIT!
by TECHNICOLOR

ORSON WILLIS

Gni

CECILE AUBRY

Modern
Mani*
ti

ALL

Neil,

OCT. 6, 7

Jame: t tewort
in

wayIt
MCHARO YHOMARK. ,..MA DARNELL

MACole,

FRI., SAT.

ENJOY IT MORE
AT
OUR

FRIDAY

Picin TS’

"BROKEN ARROW"

BaRTIOK

"JOHNNY
HOLIDAY"

LUCILI1 BALL

with
William Bendix
Hoagy Carmichael
STARTS SUNDAY
:1G

SURPRISE HIT

Make the Mayfair
Theatre S.J.S.’s
Entertainment Spot

GRAND OPEN/NO

OCT. 18
FEATURING
Mlfcles nf modern
co rnf orb.
tdenc,
y and grabau
tiouinnts

SATURDAY
cooper in

113:1120110511
Jolin

Derek

In

IQ=
SUNDAY = MO
AT
Ronald Coleman in
"Champagne For Caesar"
Vincent Price in
"Baron of Arizona"
Your Best Show Value
MAYFAIR
ADMISSION 50c

4..

411-1LIST *THOSE

Al’s Campus Service

STUDENT SPECIAL

181 S. ist-Sfree;.

Now.you can rent new rrodel
Portable or Stc.ndard Typewriters

11."

OODI /Ai

3 MONTHS $10.00

;\

1)e place o go for the bra

I
SAN JOSE’S LOWEST GAS PRICES
Expert Lubrication
10,/ Discount on Accessories

KEITH CARPENTER. A
terror_ on defense and
a vicjous blocker on
offensp, this 6:3 226.
pounig Junior is 20
years old and a bulwark ,o1 the Golden
Itaideis line.

Enjoy Good Service
6th & SAN CARLOS

Kennedy Business Machines

McGregor

This
BILLY WILSON.
195 23-year -old, 6:3,
pound flanker is one
of th
outstanding
e Ids on the Coast. A
fine pass-snigger and
really rough on thy
defense. Watch for
No. 79 tonight!

Interwoven

Rough Ri,

AND MANY OTHER NATIONALLY

CY 2-7503

96 E. San Fernando

Arrow

annimompapimm

ROSTE1

DID YOU KNOW?

W.Q.LAN
L

- Open Under
New Management

4

CARL DE SALVO. A
441. 210-pound Senior
who is a -shining light
on offense and defens*
He is rugged
and played with St.
Marys in the Sugar
Bowl against Oklahoma A &

I 5th St. Creamery
"right oil campus’.

CY 3-9730

Santa Clara

!LISTEN TO and SEE

GIRARD PERREGAUX
c.7;801,42#

*nee )7’)/

99 S. FIRST STREET

JOE MOULTON
6:3 and
Standing,
weiraldne in it 207,
this 20-year-old Soph
from Los Angeles is
fast and a great
dowrif114c1 bloc kr
Wear
o. S.

Good Luck

the Latest in Sports events
on
Admiral Philco
Motorola
Packard-Bell

To Both Teams

Pot lePpani

ALLIED RADIO
_ and
Electronic Co.

1 11.4
WHEELEHAN
This 24-year-old senior
stands 6:3 and weighs
226: has been showing
considerable improvement and gets his first
ran ng assignment of
the season. Is partial
to No. 73.

"San Jose’s First in Radio & Television"

Expert Saies and Service
5i S. FOURTH

N seta JUNG

Suggests TIME by

Di-op in after the game for a
real ice cream treat plus
cprompt courteous service.

4
041 &

SAN JOSE STATE

etuetera

that we are now

CY 3-2192

Store for Men

82 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Al’s Sporting Goods

HARRY BECK. Best
Punter on thit squad
and developing into a
hard runner. Is 26
years old, 5:1 and 184
pounds. A Junior, drd.
surprises opponents by
punting on the dead
(JM.

72
73
74
75
76
77
73

90044
ALWAYS OPEN

for all your

2 Famous Restaurants
To Serve You!

Sporting Needs
Open Thursday ’fil 9 p.m.

A
GIL MENDONSA
vary hard running halt back 4.1 IN pounds
spread . over 5:7. A
Junior ’and 24 years
very good
old,
block*, ’pad tackler.

79 5. Santa Clara St.
Between 2nd & 3rd Streets

MEAL TICKETS AVAILABLE
TO SPARTANS AT A SAVING
AT 100 E. SAN FERNANDO
(Corner 3rd St.)

Bayshore Highway

No. NAME
21 Buddy Tralna
Gil Mendonsa
23 Arehio Chagonjlau
24 Max Houlihan ..........
25 Bob theorize ..
26 Doan Sensonbamtla
27 Orland D4C1rclo
2.4 Al CementIna
31 Gene Menge%
33 Wayne Back
34 Doyle Burnett
36 !lobby Oberg
37 olim
38 Francis Klewer
39 Jim Moulton
40 Chariot F.tzgerald
41
Stan Wacholz
41 ’Harry Ileck
47 Vern Vallercamp
48 Bob Amaral
49 Clarence Orr
ompton
50
Sleve Harper
51
53 George Porter
51 Jerry Perich
.19 An.. Moulton
611 Mer1.3a WIneman(11 Tam
C.! 1./.4.2: 11,441.41e.
63
Sytit’S
If:4
Rob 11.teheock
I:3 4%.(.1 Yost
11111 %alker
.s
6; arnee
68 Kill Gall:kg ler
C9 Carl DeSalvo
70
Carpenter
F:t1 Miler .

79

flick O’Br:en
.Lin Wh.eleban
John Lanka%
Elgin Martin
li.ck Ilard.ng
Frank Nloriss
Ray Poznekoff
Billy Wilson

.Q
ft
H
H

34

F:
’

Q

F:
F.

4.

11

71

%

T

7;
79

I.

4.
4’

till

.T
11
31
14.1

,
T
41

.

.

36
$1

88

GENE 44514615. sr/i.
143.peaad Senior. A

ER N VALLERCAMP
An aggressive 23 -year
old Junior standing S I
and weighs 190. Vern
wears No. 47 and is
gunning for the steady
starting spot for the
Spartan’s.

(4 Blocks North of Santa Clara St.)

-POS.
H
II
H
....
. H

.gaoitra) ’aad good runner.

JOHN
1121p

the
the Ir.

MI& Ai

el-

Fora
Complete Selection
of

AFTER THE GAME
STOP AT

4)alla44 Coloh9
Open fi1 I a.m.

Sandwiches

Saturday

Salads

2 a.m.

Steaks

BOB AMARAL. An 111yer-old-Soph from Visalia standing SAO and
Wears
wighing: In.
No. 41 and is a fine
aggressive
defensive,
nd.

Fountain Service
195 S. FIRST STREET

^

TOPCOATS
See
Leon Jacobs
79 S. First Street

’

Coach
probabl
college
young
hours as
of the

BUDDY TRAINA. D.
spite his slight
150
pounds on a 57 fram.
Phi; 20-year old Junior
has a terrific averag.
per carry. Fast a.I
shifty

’scouted
cisco 49
in 1937 3
1946 he
for the (
of the Si
is a trib
lob ha;
from
very b
Berry, I
’roml.
seven.s.
son

E BRONCOS
Phone CY 4-5534

419

GOOD

U. S: RESTAURANT

LUCK
SPARTANS

Fine Food
Courteous Service

Arrow

YOUR Campus Jeweler
23 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Pendleton

4ou9h Rider

JOE

Cooper

RAMONA.

198 pounds, a

6:1,

Phone CYpress 3-9487

BERNARD VOGEL. 6:0,

Sopho-

more wearing No

67

kTIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS

IBS

347 S. First St.

pounds,

a

Senior

WIN YOUR FOOTBALL TICKETS

Grid Picks by Jules

wearing No. 44.

7:15 KSJO

Genera/ Auto Repairs

SANTA :CLARA
10
11
11
14
13
11
13

111
31
3’1
33
34
33
40
41
t!

FRIDAY

WILL Y S

IISTERS
Nis.

AV

)u/e,

HARRY T. DOWNS,
Owner-Manager

the brands you know . .

NAIVE
Fran Hare
Murte Formleo
Del 1414M11,29Rbell
Mel.Lewle
Ben Moran
John Po SCO
Duane Lewis
Lela Nospolitano
Henry Durget
Joe 31eCargar
Frank Clark
Dick Cushman ..
Snrcon Wraith
Jack Kaplan
John DebJohn N1c3fahon

Service

TAILORING CO.

%Villiatia

7:

Edo Riasa t
Eugene Pisenti

Parts

For the Finest in
Q
F

43 Abe Dung
11 Bernard Vogel
:41I.urrv
zevedo .
1:41 Rattledl
r% in Ferreira
141
Louis Lang
ritt ’stall’s
6:t
lli.n Brown
fit
Don Itordenave
ITi
John
fili
Ken 1.inaegreis
414.4 Ramona
711 11:isil Cunningham
71 41ini (oz::’!
7! Hubert lilzesnn
.John Flynn
71

Sales

insito

GUN

F
F

NAGLER.

1:2,

All
Makes

CUSTOM-MADE
Suits & Slacks

ED IlOTTIOCI. 6:1, 209

Sopho-

110 posmds,

mere. wears No. 82.

paunch, a Junior wear-

335 S. First St.

ing No. 52.

Let us service your car
while you are in class.

8. C ctoke.4

Cy 5-1105.

38 S. 4th Street

NO PENALTY HERE**
FOR CLIPPING
FROM BEHIND

Dutch Mill ’Creamery
Across from .tudent Union

iror Real Home-Cooked

ESA/II-IRE

DINNERS
Served 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
JOHN

JUSTICE

pounds,

a

werring No

65

2!9

Senior

Open Daily 7 a.m.-1 I p.m.

mARTE FORMICO
5 II, 145 pounds
The
’splendid splinter’ is
a Senior who wears
No II Beat the Spar-tamlast year witS a
50-5ard TO punt return
in the fourth querte

BARBER SHOP
36 W. San Fernando-St -.-In Rear of Sport Shop

79lOssi, Domin:ck

81
s3
$I
8.
8:
ris
89

Larry Williams
IiIii4ms Payne
’(.ern Nagler
ndy Maize!
Nlarlin Gregory
ken Nardinelli
Dick Wiborn .
Bruno Vial .
Eugene Lynch
John Wash
Vic Frediani
Dan Scoter’

THE FINEST HAIRCUT
IN TOWN
by
Bert

We’re not crazy

if you pass up this chance to win
ele

FREE

Quick Service

Stew
5.9’z.
A
et d
I run -

I

the
All

Quality Work
JOHN PASCO. 5:11
183 - pounds, a Junior
viaiing ’ No. 71 and
th field general for
II,. Broncos

SAXON WRAITH. 5:9,
Senior
III5 pounds,
35 towearing No
A very hard
night.
terrific
runner and
blockr

GALLONS
13 GASOLINE
OF

FREE

Just guess the score of the San -Jose SIalie
game of the week. Drive in today and fill
out your card. Deadline is 2 hours before
the game.

Frank
& Pete

HOTEL MONTGOMERY
BARBER SHOP

but you are

JIM COLAD

6.2, 215

pounds,.a Senior wearing No. 71.

Star And Bar Station
101 S. 3rd Street

20 W. SAN ANTONIO ST.

1
Coach Rob Bronson. at the age "of 31, is
probably the youngest head essech in major
college circles.
Despite his comparatively
ehUhq Yeeri, be ’Isis *firmly spent many
hours as a elevate. tooth, stout and student
stuof the gridiron sport. He lies berm
dent of the great Friselt Leahy and has
’scouted for Notre Dame and this San Francisco eters Played tickle for Spartan teams
in VW 38-19 and was All-CCAA in 1919. In
1944 h. took over the line- coaching dutis
for the Golden Raiders end /he perforrnanc
of the Soerfan tinemen in the lest four years
is a ’,butt to his teething prowess. Coach
Bob hi. taken over the head coaching reins
from 11 ;1 Hubbard for the ’50 season and is
very ehhe assisted by Assistant Coaches Bill
Berry. Bud Winter and Tom Creston. Coach
amnion is married and is th father of
Seeeh rnar-old daughter and a three -year -old
son

Kashair Sweaters

COMPLETE
MOTOR TUNE-UP

by

LORD JEFF

Labor 3.95
Wheel Balancing
Break Relining
Auto Electrician

BOB DOMINICK. 6:2.
I95 pounds, a Senior
wearing No. 79 and
Captain for the game.

Guaranteed
Squeek free Lubrication

75% pure wool, 25% kid mohair knitted into
a. beefy, handsome garment -- a real man’s
shoutreinforced
sWeater
pre -washed
ribbed narrow V neck. HAND
dars double
CI. St
WASHABLE. All wanted co’ors.
4;tor. i.11
RICHARD

WIRORN

6:0, 178 pounds. A Jun

Oliver’s Shell Service
5th & SANTA CLARA

ior wearing No

86

Otto qalksaitli
22 WEST SAN ANTONIO

vyarP,0 .0104,
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Cleveland Record Shows Gallagher a Winner
By JIM DOWNS
Aftlr three outstanding years of coaching winning footballl,
Se-4 Clara Coach Dick Gallagher finds his newly acquired team nursing an ;..c.;ly two game losing streak. He means to bring about a turn
Df ,..venl; come tomorrow night when his pigskin proteges tackle San
Jc:c Sfdte college at Spartan Stadium. Gallagher is the Broncos’
..ssor to former Head Coach.
who departed for where he graduated in 1931. He
Lun Casanovar
r.
’,:ge aid better things" at the played both halfback and end dur-ing his collegiate career.
of Pittsburgh.
Ur::...ersit
Noted for being a hardworker
His first job was coaching
art painstaker, Gallagher
the frosh at his alma muter. A
ed a, end coach and chief
year biter he became head
s ut I ir the all -conquering
coach at Pedro, an Ohio prep
pi .lessional Cleveland Browns
school. Later, he ’switched to
: three years prior to coming
Ironton. Ohio, his home town.
ti the Bronco campus.
At Ironton, Gallagher received
!lite working for Cleveland, his first real fame as a coach. In
’Gn ’agher was chiefly responsi- 1933 his team’ won the state chambl, for producing outstanding pionship.
Incidentally, .,the star
Mac Speedie And Dante La- of that team was George McAfee
vel’j, who are acclaimed as two who later made all-pro while
’:le finest in football.
playing halfback for the Chicago
2Anors flowing out of the Bears.
son Jose State College’s speedyhaltback Buddy Tralna is shown picking up a ID, from the fourBr, leo camp this.. past week are
yard line, in last year’s SJS-Santa Clara game. The flashy back just made it to pay dirt before Bronco
Served in Navy
of the effect that Gallagher is
hands, about to grab him, could bring him down. (.:her players who can he identified are Spartans
In 1939 Gallagher joined the Harley Dow (34i and Jun:or Morgan (49) and Made Form:co (II) of Santa Clara, all on the ground.
hig!ly dissatisfied with the _showing
his team thus far: that is, coaching staff of William and The Broncos won, 14-13, coming from behind in the closing minutes of the game.
San Jose News photo by Rocky Santoro.
During the war
[Mary college.
far- as_ scoring _points_
the
where
h-e
navy
served
in
The
Lack scoring, Punch
was
Lt . Commander in the
In losing to California, and Rice Physical
cal Fitness program.
<n’
successive
Saturdays,
the
Gallagher returned to William
Br,,r,cos were outdistanced by
touchdowns- on each occa-- and- Mary ..in 1946_ and- remained
The San Jose State college var- ’
Ision.
At the same time, they there a year before he accepted
new ly matched their opponents Paul Brown’s invitation to join sity rifle team will begin practicing Tuesday for a Fall campaign’,
in =II other statistical depart- the Cleveland staff.
in which they will meet five.
ments.
While
working
for
the northern California rifle teams on
I certain amount of pressure
Browns, Gallagher was used exa home and home’ match basis.
clusively in the press box (lur111::: been put on Gallagher blasMatches with USF, Cal. at i
ts:m.1i as Santa Clara enjoyed
ing games. This past week he Berkeley, Stanford, Cal. Aggies.
SANTA ROSA
sr. h a successful season last
has been toving with thg idea and Santa Clara have been schedyear which was capped by a
of directing his team tolillirrow uled. All matches -will be fired,
GONECRUSHERS
WI orlon% appearance in the
night from t he higher vantage on Thursday afternoons.
Orange Bowl on New Vear’s
point.
Men with rifle shooting experiDay.
A coach usually posts his as- ence who are interested in join1:3wev,r. , as any Santa Clara , sistants in the press box where ing the team should contact Sgt.
THIS AD PLUS 50 CENTS
Tan will ciruekly slate. The Bro71-1They relay information To the Alvin
Ouse
at the- eatlege
GOOD FOR ONE ADMISSION
cot’ust- haven’t got the horses toi bench by phone.
rifle range TuesdaN, Oet. 107
Free Bus Service Leaving First and Santa Clara at 1:15 and 1:45 P.M.
-do :1 ren-.’at performance this sea 1,
-son.
Nineteen out of the first
tw :ty-fie men from last year’s
Opposite Hillview Golf Course on Tully Road
sqlFd have since departed be of ’_:raduation.
Use’. Cleveland Plays
C.,liagher uses the same 7 forand
mit
was and is used by
Open from II A.M.
Ct-,ch Casanova. But the!
to I A.M.
Also
Pius prepared
Clutd on
the 3ronco repertoire several pet
to take out.
and pass patterns which het
leaned while working for Clevesand.
A, a collegian Gallagher did his
292 SOUTH MARKET
low ailing at Kentucky Wesleyan

SJS Rifle Team
Opens Practice

SAPOOSLPACKERS

SUNDAY AFTER OON 2:00 P.M.
OCTOBER 8, 1950

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Spaghetti
Pizza

San Jose Speedway Stadium

Dinners
85c and up

FINE ITALIAN FOODS

’’’’,..’’’’’’...11**1.4r..’’.

More value because you’ll
’ear it all three ways

(OA

r

’481

CLACKS
ALCM.

PT’s 3 pc. SUIT-IV -SLACK

r,}

tr Cii IV lit%

A

seri-ible one price condrination of a PT own -design suit

;;

t
It

t
#‘

with a pair of-perfectly blended
slack. In two unitsbal groups:
Ill Donegal Tweed snits with
lustre-gabardine slacks. 12)
Whiskbroom blue Hamel suit
[perfect for evening) with fine
grey flannel slacks that make a
swell sport outfit w ith the blue
jacket. Try, on one of these convertibles for vent-round wearing pleasure.

Student Club
Unit relit,. of Af
Coral Goblet. Ho.

Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz
a date with the campus queenor
just killing time between classes
the University of Miami Student
Club is one of the favorite places for
a rendezvous. At the Student Club,

$65

univeffity campus -haunts
everywhere, a frosty bottle of
Coca-Cola is always on hand for the
pause that ref reshes--Coke belongs.

at in

for suit and slacks comkilled

Ask for it either way ... both
trade-,narks mean Me same Ming.
SOMED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

219 University Ave. Palo Alto

...-.--wrwr,

SAN JOSE COCA-COLA

BOTTLING COMPANY
0 1930, The Cerea-Ccole Conimmy

.

Hartranft Predicts More Football
Good Relations for
SJS-SC Grid Game

I

J

t

(...:ontinued from page 1)

three times,20-0, 1936; 25-2, 1937;
and 14-13 in 1949.
The Broncos, led by Quarterback- Johnny Pasco, 16th best
Litornothing-has been- aajd Paiker int-h-F nation, Fist 19 of!
concerning student relations be- their Orange Bowl seniors, nine
tween San Jose State college and of them first Stringers. But al- ,
Santa Clara university in regards thbugh lacking experience ,in ’
to the "big" game Saturday night many positions, the Santa Clarans
the crosstown rivals. make up for it in hustle:.
I between
, Thiss i s a very good sign,
Coach Bob Bronzan’s charges,.
Last year at this time, with the on the -other hand, with magical’
approach of the first athletic Quarterback Gene Menges at the
meeting of the two colleges since helm and possessing one of the
1937, editorials were being writ- best passing wings in the counten, and words of caution were try, will be providing Santa Clara’
being handed out to both student defenders with ,a busy ...evening. ,
bodies to conduct themselves it?’ Menges, the nation’s fifth -top- i
passer, will shower the Broncs
a proper manner.

,

Added Incentive to spur the
Students were warned that
!athletic relations between the two Spartans into- a fighting mood 4
the
opinion
expressed ,
colleges jhad - been severed previ- was
ously diie to the.extreme rivalry Wednesday night by a so-called
which existed and which had re- football expert, Ira Btue, KG0
suited in acts of vandalism, rowd- sport editor. Ile picked Santa.,
The, men behind the guns ,
iness and damage to property on _ Clara by 14 points only !scan 4- I like a baby tank,=will be banging
’he said, "The Broncos Just have heads with the toughest Bronco which they hope will blast the
both campuses.
too much class for the likes of lineman, Guard John Justice. Jus- Santa Clara Broncos from the
Although feelings ran high and San Jose State."
’ tice was injured in the Rice game gridiron tomorrow night are, left
a sharp rivalry still existed, nothto right, Backfield Coach Bud
ing in the way of rowdyism or4witih a gcvasting rterjal _bombard._ and will see only limited’action.
_
, -nter;11-ead-flettch .boB
New Coaches
.Captaining the Golden Raiders vandali,sm of any -sortoccur-I-44 mcnt. On the receiving -end will
ran and Line Coach Bill Perry.
student
both
Actions
of
bodies
Billy
Both
teams,
in
their
be
Wilson
Ends
second
Bob
and
against Santa (’hi a tomorrow
football mentors
meeting since renewal of athletic These Spartan
night will be Dick Harding, rug- were highly commendable, and in
will lead the Golden Raiders onto
’general
a
very
friendLy,
competi-.
I
relations,
by
Dew
will
headed
,.be
ed right guard. A great deal will
the field for their second tilt
tive attitude prevailed.
I head coaches.
--probably depend on Harding and
. .
I
Genial Dtck Gallagher: Cr - with Santa Clara wince the two
his fellow linemen, as the Bronctart ranft, San
Glen "Tiny"
land Browns coaching alumnus, schools renewed athletic relaos are reputed to be a through- Jose State college director of
took the head mentorship. reins tions in 1949. Some of the ext he -line team.
physical education, said that he
from Len Casanova who is now at perts are saying that the, final
- "was very proud of the conduct
Pittsburgh
will hinge on coaching.
mite
I of the studentk lakt year" and
-------and a galaxy of fleet
A San Jose victory would be the
Bob Bronzan, former Spartan
, that he thought that "relationship I
Spartan’s first.
backs.
line coach and tut exponent of
the colleges was very good."
Ruddy Train a, diminutive
the Notre Dante "rock and sock
Hartranft expressed an optiA
Pony back, who provided Santa em" school, moved up to fill
mistic outlook in regards to Sat- Clara.
with plenty of trouble
Bill Hubbard’s shoes.
urday’s game. "If the students last year until sustaining a
Hart ranft has requested that
Both Broncos and Spartans are
conciuct themselves the same as broken collar bone, is scheduled
evened up as far as experience all_qpartan students_please keep._
last
year,
we
have
nothing
to
to take up where he left off,
-and seasoning go, and both are off the field after the game, and .
Worry about," he said.
,
Guard Dick Harding has been fairly well matched offensively under no circumstances to rush
named game captain for the Spar- and defensively. Its a toss-up in doWn from the stands to the sidetans, and Tackle Bob Dominick, rewirds to the outcome..
lines.
a San Jose boy, will Captain the
RodCamMission towners.
San Jose State
santa Clara (offensive team)
blanica riquex Mariptis
Alves
Brown
Teams
Rugged Harding, who is built
Amaral
Lilt
Nagler
COP
(’OP
COP
COP
.
COP
COP-Denver
Vheelehan ’
l’sF
Lilt
1M.’
1 ’SF
USN’
Merit(
17KP
rSF-Nevada .
UsC
17SC
’USC
CSC
DeSalvo
I’s(’
USC-Wash. State
LOB
Brown
’MIS
SOS
SJS
SJS
S(’
SJS-Santa Clara
Carpenter
Rottieci
Calif
Calif
Calif
Calif
Calif
Calif-Penn
Harding ((’)
RG L
Malley
UCLA
Noon today is. the deadline Washington-I’CLA .
UCLA UCLA UCLA UCLA
Joe Moulton
RTL
Cunningham
Stamp
Stan
Stan
Stan
Stan
to turn in applicants for six- Stanford-Ore, State
Wilson
RE L
Wiborn
NC!.
NC
Ga.
NC
N(’
man intramural touch football. Georgia-N, Carolina
Pasco
Ill
Ill ,
Ill
Illinois-Wisconsin
to
Coach
team
Turn
in
roster
of
Trains
R
Loy.
Loy.
Loy.
Vogel
Loy..
S.M
Bob Perry in the Men’s gym. Loyola-St. Mary’s
Mesdonsa or Osborne
RII L
Score to date: Brown (10-0-1.000): Alves (8-2-.800); Cambia-ham (8Rasmussen
No team will be allowed to com2-.800); Rodriquez (7-3-.700); Marquis (5-5-300).
Beck or Sykes
Wraith
pete if its roster is turned in
deadline
date.
after the
Thia-1144-44---rialsit--wbUth- warsto be drawn up last night will
appear in the Spartan Daily in
Monday’s or Tuesday’s edition.

cIiool for Scan a (),
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the Game

TentatiNe Line-up for Tomorrow Night

Last Chance, Noon
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For Your Course in

PHOTOGRAPHY

SPARTANS

--

Available Now!
ASA Computers
Print Exposure Computers
Developing Data Guides
Film
Photographic Paper
See Us

NT A

ettilscAR BRONCO - BUSTER’S BALL

First For Your

Photographic Supplies

-U-DRIVE 5A DAY
CA
8 A MILE

OW Camera clic

LATE MOOELS
PHONE...

125 South Second St.
$

$
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SAVE

$
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55 W.SANTA
Illeirve[11 FIRST AND MARKST

$ SAVE
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Class of ’51

4==

$

PRICES
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Come One and A!,
to
AFTER -GAME DANCE

,

Student Bcok Echange

V)

Or
41.

A SERVICE PROJECT OF
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;for
tub,
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,

Alpha Phi Omega
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Last day to pick up money or unsold books
Friday, October 6.
One Price

n gs.

$10.95

Located in the Student Union
LLI

V)

HAND -FINISHED SHOES"
FOR MEN

Don’t Delay -- Act Today

Featuring Price’s patented styles
that are different.

4"

S’SAVE

$

$

SAVE

$

$

SAVE

$

36 S. FIRST STREET

.

Student Union
Admission .35

\
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19501,fHome Ec Department Offers Student ’Actors’
Varied Professional Training ’Deliver’ in Trials
Of English Comedy

By DOROTHY JOCZ
There’s a common notion among San Jose State college students
that women majoring in home economics are marriage bent and marBy NANCY-LOUGHLIN riage bent only. The home ec department doesn’t go along with
The polished performances of
that idea all the way.
San Jose State college’s student
"Of course 99 per cent of our graduates do marry and are being thespians on first night offerings
is a far cry from such stuttering
.trained
for marriage," said Dr.
exhibitions as took place last week
Margaret Jones, department head.
during "School for Scandal" try"But," she added, "definite proouts.
grams- of study are offered for
When "Scandal" hits the boards
students interested in qualifying
Nov. 2, British accents will be
professionally
in
diethe
fields
of
By RAY HASSE
tetics, institutional management or perfectly clipped in keeping with
Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s eighAmong the new faces in our commercial home economics."
teenth century British comedy of
faculty this quarter is that OF-Mr:
The
wide
successes that grad- manners. In Fs embryonic stages
H. W. Wichers, instructor of photography, in our Natural Science uates have attained in the various as demonstrated Ily aspiring stars
fields prove the merit of courses last week, the British touch alterdepartment.
given. kilda Morse, who received
,Mr. Wichers, a reserve air her A.B. degree just o,ne year ago, nated between cockney accents,
force lieutenant, conies to this is now dietician. at Peter Bent exactly what Sheridan did not
college with a considerable back- Brigham hospital in Boston, Mass. have in mind when he wrote of
aristocratic Bsitilh society, and the
_unii_hilnith education and exoberta Quinn, class of ’47, is with
perience In the field or nhoTogra- the experimental testing kitaim _Cas_UaLspegtch_of student actors.
We’re not sure who is ewlaining what to whom here, as it’s
phy. His own education includes of Sperry Flour company in San
In ,response to Dime:tor-Elizaalmost a toss-up in this ntany-sebooled family_svhetber,Dx. Charles
on A.B.--414kgrog.. _front_ &mans. Franeisco.
beth M. Loeffler’s instructions to
pedantic
performing
is
the
family
Cecilia,
daughter,
hIs
----or
11. Fee,
.State college. Manhattan, Kanaspiraliti tool-- chores. Father is attending his fifth college and daughter her third.
Patrieht DunlaYy, a 1946 home rea a Eeffiiiii
SUS, where he majored in art.
their places on the stage, inquired
economics
graduate,
is
assistant
Then switching to it major in
dietician at Stanford university. of each other, "Where’s_ the
hotography he received an A.M.
place?", and flubbed their lines to
Mrs. Eva Clarv_ez.,--wito was
from_Dhla university at Athens,
stated from SJS In 1947, has re-Ohio.
turned to manage the Spartan cominfirtiffi the feminine members of the company. Stage presHis three years of teaching, says lunch room.
ence was no less absent with
Mr. Wichers, began with the
Arlene Bishop, a1937 graduate,
rather unusual situation. of teach-: is dietician at Franklyn hospital casualness keynoting the pering elementary- photography at in San,-Prancisco. Frances Sangs- formances.
By ED ROPER
Kansas_ State college s_vhile he was, ter. .ho was graduated in 1943, is
Experienced actors’ readings
Having left the portals of six colleges and universities in their enrolled as a student there. He .1 home economics teacher in a managed to-spark the dreary-busi
ness of narrowing down the prosacademic wake, Dr. Charles Fee and his daughter Cecilia follow their has also taught in the Audio-Vis- an Francisco high school.
studies at San Jose State with none of the uncertainties common ual Aids department of Kansas
Mrs. Isobel Heath Crittenden, pective numbers of hopefuls. It
weeks of careState Teachers’ college for a year.
to new students.
a classmate of Miss Sangster’s. will be some three
ful rehearsing and instruction in.. lir. Fee (the title was earned
years
one-half
For
three
and
r
went
on
to
receive
her
master’
Police Battalion is fronted by
in medicine which he no longer
during World War II, Mr. Wich- j of arts degree in home (woman- fore the recipients of "Scandal"
this group of non-kilted but bagstage makeactkely practices) got his first
Ors - served with the army air
ics at Columbia university in roles will apply their
tonna’ tutored
sqeezing
up, don their costumes, and take a
was
equally
di
degree, a MA.. at Ohio state
time
forces.
His
1948.
She
now
teaches
at
Edwin
by Capt. Pee.
before
in 1920, and the M.D. he picked
Markham high school in San last glance at their lines
Cecilia has been instructed in sided between duties as photopresenting the finished product to
tip at the same college in 1928. the art of bag toblrT!ieezin- laboratory
der and aerlJose
S ifite audiences,
since then he has taken gradinterpreter. In
In addition to home economics
by her father so that their Harold al photographic
to op quetation_klineenuajors_the rivartment
il.tt I work ut Ist-tMary’s, Sant
offers
avenue neig
rs are
Lira, and last year at Trinity naded by father and daughter log unusual experiences. Mr. minors on completion of Is units
See the cosmetic bar at
.)11ege at Dublin, Eire.
Whiter% termed his service time of approved cources. Students who
practicing on the pipes.
-normal". slimy,: earned their A.B. _degree,
While here Dr. Fee is concen- as being "disgustingly
... MOREHEAD FLEMING
Cecilia started as a freshman
secondary
homemaking
special
R
DR UG CO.
The present duties of our new
R
berasat San Jose State college, but trating on history courses to -round
Preseription PharmacistsC.
credential, and are employed as
she transferred to College of St. out his claim of having taken .faculty member includes three sec- ,
CALIF
SAN
JOSE
.
2
STREET
100
50
homemaking teachers may take
CYPAtss 2-4114
Mary’s of the Springs at Colum- courses in every small and large lions of elementary photography
post -graduate courses.
bus. Obio, then to College of the era of history offered .anywhere. laboratory classes and advanced
Holy Name at Oakland and back But he is also taking Oriental photograph 170.
to San Jose last year as a junior Philosophy to keep up with his
COV.VP
"We do like San Jose and its
daughter’s majors of Philosophy
while, her father was abroad.
surrounding area," says . our .new
and EsychŁ1og The former sci- instructor, speaking ,for his
Wife_;
Dr. Fee is attending college un- ence has also called for a great
Henson,
and
Teresa.
daughter,
of
veteran
der P.L. 16. as he is a
deal of the Doctor’s studies.
drick as well as for himself. "In
both world wars, a private in the
Dr. Fee plans to stay at San
fact, we’re shopping for a home
first, and a Captain, Battalion Jose State until next summer,
here if we can find one within
second.
the
in
4a7cz,
Surgeon,
at which time he will go back
our means."
to
finish
mater
his
first
alma
to
os
ditties
In addition to his
the book he is writing on Deism.
surgeon, Dr. Fee picked up a
After that he has not planned
unique honor; he is the only man
but there still remain
definitely,
to
Army
States
United
in the
a few colleges offering courses !
organize and instruct a band of
that strike his ’fancy.
bagpipers. The 789th Military

RAAF Lieutenant
Gets Faculty Post

Dr. Fee and. Daughter
Play Pipes, Philosophize

4C

Money!!

AT THE

eNDCi4lef,

CIRCUS

Wool

YOU WILL END

Nightly Except
Thursday

RESTAURANT
For QualityFood

ttioncletbitt
oliftneus

BARBER SHOP
For A Satisfactory Haircut
SMOKE

Here’s an excellent opportunity to cash in on that
sell 100%
spare time

SHOP

Fourth and Santa Clara

PALO ALTO

41’/

Gab Slacks.

Stitch

I.

Mitril,

it’s

made

for )ots. Checked %hit rad’
fulling for your best appear
C
in today!

GOOD COMMISSION
For Particulars Write

ATLAS FIT-RITE CO.
1570 41st Ave.
San Francisco

fasiT1185
CHICKEN
Oft

1:340(4 SUGAR-WED

AM
INCUAWN6 5010,5ALAD,

STUDIO ClUB

6

Antonio St.

"Time Pay

CYpreim 54914

or Budget If You Like"

UNITARIANISM: An unorthodox religion based on
The open mind, unlimited by dogmatic traditions.
The honest conscience, asking belief only in what is
reasonably worthy of belief.
The creative spirit which sees the end of religion in
responsible, mature living on earth, rather than
in heaven.
"YOUR LOYALTY OR YOUR LIFE" is the title of this Sunday’s
I I o’clock sermon. It will touch
Teachers’ oaths; are they American?
Are we developing a thought police?
Will YOU be free in America in 25 years?
CHANNING CLUB
FOR COLLEGE-AGE YOUNG PEOPLE
is a really open forum where every idea is received on its
merits. This Sunday:
6:00 p.m. spaghetti supper for old
new members.
7:30 p.m. discussion on thought-starter topic:
"Christianity and Communism: Their Similarity and
Differences." Come with some ideas.
Eats, good fellowship, and democratic planning of the
subsequent programs, fun and service projects
for the year.

TOWN HOUSE

JOHN W. BENSON

Ealti Sall

RELIGION FOR INTELLIGENT PEOPLE

and

VEGETABLES,POTATOES,WFCEE

E

:ti

THE ALAMEDA AT SHASTA

10.95

teReg s
Custom Tailors for Men and Women

244

COMPLETE COLLErGE PROGRAM

’BpAR.J3ECuED

Custom Tailored
. . . for You

Westminster
Presbyterian Church

6.95 Value

tootm,
ivatawm4X

MAGAZINES
TOBACCO GAMES

c4,d,A
-dee-000i e,

at the

UNITARIAN CHURCH
CHit.OREKS DINNER $1.35

160 North Third Street

San Jose,

Nathaniel Lauriat, Mtni,ter

.
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SJS Student Sees Europe;
Praises Geneva, Swiss Alps
By MARION SUMMERS
Robinette Woodside, journalism major at San Jose State college(
might have possessed the winged shoes of Mercury this summer as
she traveled through seven European countries.
Robinette cycled through 110i-0
land, Belgium, England and stay awhile."
France, rode buses and trains
Also, Robinette plans to "come
through Switzerland,- Italy-and back to Sorrento".
Germany, took a boat to Capri,
and swan in Lake Geneva.
She managed also to climb
Mount Rifflehorn in Switzerland,
aided by a trusty guide and sturdy
.nylon ropes.
This was truly the ’high pOint’
of the trip", Robinette exclaims.
-Only two girls would attempt the
.climb, and several of the men
hacked out at the last minute."
This is not too surprising, considering that the Rifilehorn is
tuip ._(y
-=414.
famous- Matterhorn:- imposing
enough lo maJte str
shudder.
Traveling with the Sludent International Travel association,
Robinette’ saw many out of the
wall Places.
"Our hotel iff-.-Cittgart was an
It
underground bomb shelter.
made a wonderful hotel, but we
ran into difficulties- knowing when
daylight came - no windows."
Switzerland is Robinette’i favor-it e-eouistrij"Geneva Is the most beautiful
city in the world", she claims.
"The streets are lined with
trees, and Mont Blanc In the
ROBINETTE WOODSIDE
background is an added attrae
tion. All this and Lake Geneva
too!"
In England, Robinette ate spaghetti on toast for breakfast; in
Naples-, people climbed in and -out
of train windows because they
__couldn’t -wait-to-471--t
door: in Paris, everything under
the sun could be bought at the
Fleamarket and Robinette almost
purchased a white mouse that
caught her fancy.
-It was a wonderful two months,
but at best it was an overall view.
I would like to return to Switzerland, Holland and Germanyand

Aero Classes
Use Helicopter
For Training
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If you were .to read of a helicopter intentionally being floWn
through a claSsroom, chances arc
that you would read ’hastily on for
the name of the pilot and number
of students injured.
Such fliOrts, however, are an
actual part of instructor of Aeronautics Thomas E. Leonard’s planing for his Aero. I classes. What’s
more no one is making Rn attempt
’to stop the flights.sioce they are
a new _phase in his student training course in the -principles ()I
helicopters in flight
The helicopter’ to he used,
course, is a tiny 1l ing model prt
stilted to tele Aerkinautics depart-,
meni On a rvriniment. loan Nisi:.
Hiller Hrlismotr-r me: -of Palo’
Alto. At the tufn. of a rheostat ,
control switch, the model will rise,
hover or drop, and by means of a
remote rotor ol stick, will. proceed
-either forward or backward as de
A considerable number of items,
including a full sig-e helicopter,
have been loaned to this college
by the Palo Alto firm for kise in
class instruction. This, says Mr.!
Leonard, eh es San Jose-Srate-crdlege the advantage of being one of I
few colleges or schools having suchl
up-to-date training material avail- !
able in the field of aeronautics.
I

ele’
,"!._

GPE

Makes Plans

No, honey, I’m not knittirg
thosek.little things, your socks
shrun..

-Krisitritr-ma
.
ty, made plans for an "open
Belmont Reid, chairman of the
house" to be held Oct. 18 at their
meeting Wednesday night, ac- social -committee, is in charge of
cording to the group’s secretary. the affair.

FROM THE WORLD’S FOREMOST PEN ’MAKER

--Fresh Group to Meet

II%

um

111%

rarker rens

FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU CAN BUY A MODERN, PRECISION -MADE PARKER PEN AT JUST ABOUT
ANY PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY. CHOOSE NOWSTART SCHOOL WITH A BRAND NEW PARKER!

Freshman group "D" will meet
"today at 12:30 p.m. in 892, according to Mr. James Jacobs, freshman
class adviser.

NEW PARKER "5 I"

StprtAi(,

with the adVin&c

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

Pen and pencil set, $1 9.75
- Mc, Kt. tee)
Other -51 ;isms
horn -SIC 75

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second 11 St. John Streets
Sunday, 1:00 .m.Holy Communion
910 am.Church School
1100 a.m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
7 30 p.m.Canterbury Club
Nev. Howard II. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYpross 3-7953

NEW PARKER

51

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BO S. Fifth Street

.\\

Pert nod pencil
5l5.00
(Nt, F.E. tax)

The world’s most -wan’
pen... now equipped v.
the new esdunife At:; metric Ink System. resigned to far out -last or i,.
nary pens. A real investment in wating*essure!
8 rich colors.

Typical "51" precision
features. Fastest -action
filler. Visible ink suppli.
Ph - glass reservoir. no
rubber parts). Supt’ smooth Octanium pe".
4 colors. Lustraloy ca,:;

1100 em.Morning Services
"There Shall Be No Light"
6:30 p.m.College Youth Dinner
Reception
All Students Welcome

Unsurpassed for style ar.:1
precision at any price Li der $10.00. Octanium
point. See-through 1,4
chamber of Pli-glass. (’e)
rubber parts). Simplif..!d
filling. 4 colors.

NEW PARKER "21"

7:00 p.m.Christian Youth
Fellowship

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant.
Second & San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:15 Sunday evenings. The group
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Outside speakers,are
brought in from time to tim. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. Ono Sunmonth the group goes to the
day
Odd Fellows Home to hold services.
The 9roup also sponsors other activities as the need arises.

The outstendlag ee041omy-priced pen el fro
year. A real Parker...
style plus genuine vafin
clear through. Satin
smooth, interchangeable
point. Stainless cap.
colors.

NEW PARKETTE

Caw, 1960 b

WNW! VISO
FASHION ACADWAY
AWARD

SEE YOUR PARKER DIAtER TODAYI
He otters a full selection of colors, models, and points.
Parker "51" and "21" Pens, and only these pens,

’llba Park.r P.. ComDes

are designed to use dry-writing Superchrome Ink.
YOU NEVER NEED A BLOTTER! (They will also
use ordinary ink.) Ask for Parker Superchrorne.

...ewe awwnw
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Palmer Says
1950 Fall Term
Has 13 Weeks
"Many students have yet to
realize that they are in for a
long quarter," Miss Viola Palmer,
registrar, stated yesterday.
Although the school year generally is divided into three quarters; each-having a 12-week duration, Miss Palmer said that the
Fall quarter will last 13 weeks
Instead of the usual 12, because
school is slated to end one week
earlier this Spring.
"The extra week may help students find employment for Summer jobs," she said, but the main
reason the 13-week quarter was
planned is that the 12-week session would end too soon before
ChriStmas. This would mean that
students would register for the
-Wiiiret-titairfer- during the week
between Christmas
and New
Year."
Miss Palmer said that students
would have attended classes for
Uvo days and then be interrimia,
until Jas. 2. She said the interruption would inconvenience students Who want to go home for
Christmas.
"The long quarter will not
change the date for mid-term
ex.abiat ions, ’says Mias
,
"they will be held as usual at the
weeks of school. Oct. 30."

Seniors Sponsor
Post-Game Party
Whether the Broncos are
busted tomorrow night or not
Spartea talppees.od tka light
tantasqc can take a whirl with
the visiting bargemen at the
Senior
sponsored
after-game
party, the Brfdire Busting Ball.
Fran McMahon. Senior class
president -has said that all San
Jose State college students, U.
of Santa Clara students, and
guests are welcome. The dance
will begin Immediately following the close of the game. It
will be held In the Student Union on campus and at Newman
hall on Fifth street, he ’Said.’
Admission will be SS cents
per person, McMahon stated.

Kibby to InstructClass at Gilroy HS
A course in American Constitution will be given at the Gilroy
Union high school by Dr. Leo P.
Kibby, professor of history and
r.olitical science here.
The class will meet each Monday evening for 10 weeks beginning -at T o’clock Monday, Oct. 9,
in the high school library.
The course is accredited for
teacher training requirements.

Culprits Gain- Entrance to
-Tower; TDP Deeply Puzzled
By’. :OE SHEEHAN
Quaking with fear at the pros_
pert of "being taken advantage
or’ by a brace of predatory females, the members of Tau Delta
Phi, national honorary fraternity,
completed preparations yesterday
for the defense of their Tower
stronghold.
Long a veritable Gibraltar for
the upholding of the manly and
intellectual, rather than the effeminate and sensuous, virtues,
the vine-encased appendage_ to the
Administration building is now
bowed under the desecration of
what observers insist must have
been female intrusion.
Tuesday, after 6 p.m., members returning to the Tower discovered a _note and -two objetcs
on the desk in the top floor room.
Found -with the note were -a secdon of whit is supposed tobe a
compact ’mirror and a _miniature
blue plastic head of Louie, one of
the Duck brothers, nephews of
Donald.
"Dear Boys." the note began,
"We like your little suite. How
about having a dance up here
some night? As to our names
we’ll give you a clue----we’re sisters. Watch for our next-clue
we’re females, you know. When
’areymr going to have ’open house’
again?"
Rob Pettengill, TDP grand

magistrate, pointed out that the
note was begun in a dark shade
of ink, continued in a lighter tone
and finished in pencil.

sides the identity of the culirits.
Is how the girls gained entranee
to the TDP sanctuary. The door
at the foot of the spiral iron stairOther observers noted that the case which leads to the top floor
style of the message betrayed is generally locked.
nervousness, which the former
Members late Wednesday specdecided was due either to the ulated as to the possibility of colTuesday night heat or to tern- lusion between the girls and one
perature of quite another nature. nr more of the brothers.
One wag, whose intentions were
unclear, suggested that five men
hereafter sleep in the Tower to
discourage future trespassing,
Another puzzling aspect, be-

The note together with the
piece of mirror, and the head will
be preserved in the archives of
the fraternity In hope that peaterity forewarned, may forearm.

National Board Makes Survej
Of SJS Real Estate Classes,
The National Association of
The SA Commerce department,
Real Estate Boards has included headed by Dr. Earl W. Atkinson,
San Jose State colloge in a sur- offers courses in real estate prinvey made of real estate courses ciples, real estate law and fioffered in 27 of the colleges and nanee, real estate appraisals, genuniversities in the United States. eral insurance, life insuranee,.and_
Only one other state college, current real estate’ problems.
Iowa State,. college, and one other
According to Dr. Atkinson,
California institution, University
state,
cooperation
with
of California, were included in close
county and city real estate assothe survey.
A copy of the board’s findings’ ciation leaders has resulted in
has been received by Dr. C. L. widespread interest in the courses
ie d an
W. J. Saun- 537, real estate men, many of whom
d e r s,
Commerce
department are guest lecturers in SJSC’s
classes.
teachers.

THE CHESTERFIELD STAR TEAM
JOE DiMAGGIO tf
N. Y. YANKEES

TED WILLIAMS If
BOSTON RED SOX

STAN MUSIAL rf
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS

EDDIE STANK V 2b
N. Y. GIANTS

PHII. RIZZUTO ss
N. Y. YANKEES

-41,

GEORGE KELL 3b
DETROIT IMPS

ROBIN ROBERTS p
PHILLIES

GIL HODGES 115
fi’KLYN DODGERS

C

a
YOGI SERRA .t
N, Y, YANKtES

se
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